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Each communicates a different extent of what you hope to achieve as a business, and each requires different
skills and knowledge to execute.  As many inexperienced organisations examine how digital technology can
be used effectively, this common error can occur.  

When terminology is used incorrectly, it risks creating confusion amongst participants.  At the foundational
stage, clarity of direction is critical.  Lack of clarity can result in frustration, poor decisions and delays that
potentially lead to cost over-runs and failure to achieve the desired results.

This paper provides clarification of the terms, with illustrative examples of activity that constitutes
Digitisation, Digitalisation and Digital Transformation.

Why terminology is important.
When discussing the application of digital technology in a business context,
three common terms are used - Digitise, Digitalise and Digital Transformation.  
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Digitisation involves converting something non-digital into a digital representation of that artefact, so that it
can be stored electronically and used to change or automate a workflow.

In itself, Digitisation creates little added value for a business.  In fact, there may be an initial cost to
digitisation.  However, in the majority of cases the potential long-term value of the changes that are enabled
by digitisation will outweigh the initial cost, and the ongoing maintenance and support of any hardware
required.

Digitisation lays the foundations for business use cases that leverage the data to change workflows and
improve efficiency.

Digitise.
Digitisation is the process of converting information from an analogue physical
format to a digital format.

Example

By changing an analogue electricity meter for a modern smart meter, there may be a cost for the initial
installation of the new meter.  Changing the meter does not immediately change the workflow (it can still be
physically read) but it does enable the organisation to gather electronic data remotely, removing the cost of
manual data collection and processing into electronic systems (including the risk of error that could result in
further cost at a later stage).
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Digitalise.
Digitalisation is the leveraging of digitalised information to create value
through improved business process or new revenue opportunities.
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Digitisation and Digitalisation are closely associated and used interchangeably, but they are not the same
thing.  Digitalisation is the leverage of digitised information to improve a business process.  The digitised
information is now working for the business, and as a result, begins to add value that exceeds the cost of the
digitisation process.

Digitalisation can manifest value in the form of increased productivity resulting from a streamlined process.
It can also create opportunities to generate new revenue by making the value proposition more appealing to
customer (for example, faster, more reliable service), or enable new services based on the availability of data.

Digitalisation has a material impact on the world of work, potentially changing or creating new roles and
requiring new skills to carry out those roles

Examples

A terminal digitises bulk stock management by moving from paper based records to a digital application.  It
creates value by linking its weighbridge software to the stock management system.  Stock records are now
updated electronically, removing a batched manual effort undertaken at the end of the day.  The resource
can now apply that time to other tasks (efficiency saving).

Because records are now available electronically and updated throughout the day, the port can offer a new
revenue stream by offering customers the ability to access their stock records in real time.



Digital Transformation.
Digital Transformation is the complete re-imagination of a business model to
deliver goods and services in a completely different way.
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Digital Transformation involves using digital technology to completely change the way that a business
provides products and services to a customer, or even changes the products themselves into a digital format.

Digital Transformation is not a project, although it will typically contain a number of digitalisation projects.  It
is a complete change to the core competency of the business.  To be successful, organisations must be
exceptional at managing change overall.

While Digitisation and Digitalisation focus on business application of technology, Digital Transformation is a
strategic, customer-driven initiative.  

Examples

We must look outside the industry to identify a working example of Digital Transformation.  Think about the
way that consumer retail has harnessed the power of the internet to move away from a decentralised, bricks-
and-mortar store to a centralised stock location with web-based store front.  It is designed with ease-of-use
for the consumer in mind. 

Significant cost savings are realised through the reduced physical footprint, lower labour costs and
streamlined sales process.  The organisation reaches many more consumers in their own homes.  They gain
the ability to capture and analyse the individual buying habits of millions of consumers, which can be used to
inform product development or enable targeted marketing campaigns at an individual customer level to
further increase revenue.



Summary.
Each one is necessary, and enables the next, but in itself is not sufficient to
guarantee success.
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We Digitise information.

We Digitalise processes and roles.

We Digitally Transform the business and its strategy.

The opposite graphic summarises the key differences
between Digitalisation and Digital Transformation.
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Join The Conversation.
The Smart Ports Alliance Forum provides access to a
network of like-minded professionals in the port and
terminal industry, interested in taking action to
advance technology application in the industry.

Download the app from the App Store and Google
Play Store today.  Sign in.  Start a Conversation.  It's
that simple.

Learn more about the Smart Ports Alliance
www.smartportsalliance.org/home

Get the latest updates from Smart Ports Alliance


